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Refugee resettlement in the UK
o 2015/2016 “refugee crisis” 

o Push for UK Government to act
o Enlarged resettlement programme – 20k refugees in 5 

years, alongside asylum seeking

o Community Sponsorship Scheme in 2016
o Now c360 refugees supported by around 50 groups across 

UK in diverse and less diverse areas and more in 
development

o Community sponsorship = embedded directly into social 
networks

o What kinds of social capital does CS offer and how does it 
shape refugee integration?



Refugee integration and social 
networks/ capital
o No fixed definition of integration
o “The action or process of successfully joining 

or mixing with a different group of people” 
(Cambridge Dictionary 2019)

o Multi-directional, multi-dimensional, context 
dependent and shared responsibility 
(Nodofor-Tah et al. 2019



2019 Indicators of Integration framework



Social networks and integration
o Over-emphasis on functional integration when social 

dimensions form foundations (Castles 2003)

o Social networks become social capital when they enable 

mobilisation of resources (Aldridge et al (2002) – three 

types (after Putnam and Coleman)

– Bonding - “people like me”

– Bridging – cross-cutting weaker ties

– Linking – differential power relations, institutions

o Social networks and associated social capital shape 

refugee integration outcomes across multiple domains 

(Cheung & Phillimore 2013; 2014; 2016)



Methods

o Retrospective and longitudinal interviews 
volunteers and refugees

o Rural/urban or diverse/less diverse
o In UK around 12 months

Less 
Diverse

Diverse Total

Men 7 5 12
Women 10 6 16



Networks Capital Integration
Bonds -
diverse

Local refugees, Arabic 
speakers or Muslims
Lack of English friends (1)

Emotional, cultural and 
economic – jobs for 
Arabic speakers (4)

Safety and security
Health and wellbeing
Belonging weak

Bonds 
less-
diverse

Virtual networks with 
others “like me”
CS volunteers “like family” 
(2)
Mums at school
No bonds

Emotional, social, 
economic and cultural

Across domains
No bonds undermine 
belonging, wellbeing and 
safety and security 

Bridges -
diverse

Mostly CS volunteers Cultural and economic Employment, housing and 
language (3)
Often not social 
connections

Bridges 
less-
diverse

CS group volunteers
Neighbours
Women’s groups

Cultural, economic and 
social

Language, safety, security, 
housing, education and 
some social

Links –
diverse

Health providers, teachers, 
labour office

Economic and cultural Language, health, housing 
and employment

Links- less 
diverse

As above As above As above



o 1. I wish to have English friends. I am very 
sociable person, but I don’t have the means 
to talk to them (FD2)

o 2. Group leader, I consider her as a mother. I 
can complain to her, If I need anything or cry I 
would talk to her. (ML3)

o 3. Network helped to find a job. Indeed, they 
found me a nearby hairdresser, where I go 
there one day per week (FL4)

o 4. With my fellow Syrians I exchange 
experiences and ideas of how to get a job 
with Arab speakers (MD5)



Transnational and no networks
o Extensive virtual connections with friends and 

family in UK and overseas = vital emotional 
support

o But uncertainty, bereavement and loss impact 
on wellbeing and feelings of belonging

o Refugees in diverse areas lack networks with 
“English people”

o Some refugees in less diverse areas lack 
bonds – feel lost, lonely and disconnected

o Need for networks in same generation



Conclusions
o Variety of experiences in diverse/less diverse areas
o All types of networks have some kind of function although 

misinformation or lack of trust can undermine integration
o Gender differences – women connect via schools but also 

report higher levels of isolation in less diverse areas
o CS networks provide ready access to capital and blurred 

boundaries between bridging and bonding
o Different networks = different approaches to accessing 

work
o Absence of networks and connections with family 

undermine integration – isolation is problematic for all




